














































































































































































































































∑ ≤ {yijB(l )+yikB(l )+yjkB(l )}
l=1
n
∑ ≤ 2 ⋅uijk(n)+ 3 ⋅ uijk(l )
l=1
n−1































3. Temporal & Integrated component	
Table 1: Example of treatments 1 
   Period 




Coefficient 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 ,1ix  ,1ic  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
2 ,2ix  ,2ic  X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
3 ,3ix  ,3ic  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 
4 ,4ix  ,4ic  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
5 ,5ix  ,5ic  X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
6 ,6ix  ,6ic  0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
7 ,7ix  ,7ic  0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 
8 ,8ix  ,8ic  0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
9 ,9ix  ,9ic  0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
10 ,10ix  ,10ic  0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
11 ,11ix  ,11ic  0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 
12 ,12ix  ,12ic  0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 
13 ,13ix  ,13ic  0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 0 
14 ,14ix  ,14ic  0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 
15 ,15ix  ,15ic  0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 
16 ,16ix  ,16ic  0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 0 
17 ,17ix  ,17ic  0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 
18 ,18ix  ,18ic  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 0 






20 ,20ix  ,20ic  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 X 











































Linking with Harvest Scheduling 










































∑ = 1, ∀i
Corridor flow constraints	
Two habitats connection	


























, ∀i ∈ Sc

















∑ , ∀i ∉ Sc
No connection,  
 no flow












One connection  
 to super node
MF-Model	I	for	Corridor
+ Maximum Flow Constraints




Bridge + Linkage Constraints
Model I









































































































































































































































































































∑ ≤ (1+α)v0, p = 1,!,T
Max NPV 
Land Account Constraints 
Harvest Flow Constraints 
Model	I
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